Words Inside a Word

Players: 2–4, plus a caller

You need: index cards, scissors, paper, pencils, timer, list of Unit 22 Basic Words

How to play: Players see how many words they can form from the letters in a Basic Word.

• First, the caller says a word from the list. All the players write the word on a sheet of paper and also on an index card. Then, players cut the letters apart on the index card.

• Play begins when the caller sets the timer for one minute and says, “Go.” The players try to rearrange the cutout letters to form new words of any length. They write all the new words on the paper, continuing until time is up.

• After five rounds with five words, the caller and players review the words the players have written. The player who has formed the most correctly spelled words wins.

fondness
fond, on, no, do, nod, son, den, one, done